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ABSTRACT

A pedagogical review is presented of results obtained from inclusive deep

inelastic scattering of leptons from nucleons and nuclei, with particular

emphasis on open questions to be explored in future experiments.
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Inclusive deep-inelastic scattering of leptons from nucleons and nuclei

has had an enormous impact on our understanding of the fundamental

constituents of matter and of the interactions among them. The quark,

antiquark, and gluon constituents of nucleons and nuclei were discovered in

deep inelastic electron scattering; their properties have been elucidated by

an impressive series of experiments over the past fifteen years with both

neutrino and charged lepton beams. Data on scaling deviations, yield "gold-

plated" tests of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) and provide determinations of

the strong coupling strength, as. From the ratio of neutral-current to

charged-current neutrino cross sections, measurements have been made of sin2ew

crucial to tests of unified electroweak theory. Finally, the field is rich in

the potential for new discoveries including, perhaps, flavor-antiflavor

mixing, neutrino oscillations, substructure of leptons and quarks, and states

predicted by supersymmetry.

In my talk at the Workshop, I concentrated on the properties and behavior

of the constituents of nucleons and nuclei, as determined from deep inelastic

experiments, and on tests of quantum chromodynamics. The selection of topics

in the outline below was guided by the possibility of further experimental work:

Definitions of F^, F2, F3, and R = a^J'op

Parton Model; Properties of Parton Densities; Sum Rules

Scaling Deviations; QCD

Nuclear Dependence (EMC Effect)

Massive Lepton Pair Production

Further Experiments

In this summary, I will avoid repeating material available in numerous good

reviews, providing instead references to those papers.



1. Kinematics and Definitions

For £N + I'X, q is the four vector momentum transfer from the ini t ia l

lepton I to the final lepton I' , and v i s the energy transfer measured in the

reference frame in which target K with mass M is at rest. Symbol X represents

an inclusive sum over a l l final states. It is conventional to define Q* = -q ,

and two scaling variables x = Q2/2Mv and y = v/E. The deep inelastic domain is

that in which u and Q2 are both "large" ( i . e . greater than a few GeV2).

In JIN * 4'X, with Z = e, p, or v, the structure of the lepton vertex is

well known, and one particle (photon or vector boson) exchange is a good

approximation. The deep inelastic data determine the total current-nucleon

cross sections: <K"y*N)» a(W*N),.... This physics i s usually expressed In

terms of dimensionless structure functions, designated F^(x,Q ) In the spin

averaged case:

pN * v'X

(x,Q
2)(l-y- | S } + W*(x,Q2>(f )J .

( 1 )

(2)

G 2ME i (x.Q )(l-y- -j-2.) + 2xFx <x,Q ) (j-) i xF* (x,Q

One may also replace the set (F1,F2) by the set (F2,R), where R = O^/OT; = (F2 -

2xFj^)/2xF^; (jj. and o^ a r e virtual y nucleon cross sections for absorption of

transversely and longitudinally polarized virtual Y*'s. Because data2 show

that R » 0, within, say, ±10%, one practical advantage of this replacement is a

simplification of Eqs. (1) and (2). If R = 0 is inserted in the equations, one



may use data on iiN + u'X to determine F ^ directly, and use data on vS • jTX

and "W •*• u+x to isolate F2 an& Fj*'. The current data sample-* extends in Q up

to about 200 GeV2.

2. Parton Model; Parton Properties; Sum Rules

The fact that F2(x,Q ) is nearly Independent of Q* (approximate scaling)

led to the hypothesis that deep inelastic scattering occurs at large Q from

pointlike, approximately free constituents of hadrons, called partons. The

light front fraction of the momentum of the target N carried by parton i is z s

(E + PL>J./(E + PL)N> where E and p^ are the energy and the longitudinal

component of momentum. A function f^(z) may be defined to represent the number

density of partons of type i (zf^(z) i3 then a fractional longitudinal momentum

density).

In the parton model, both z and f^(z) are measurable quantities. Indeed,

z = x, with x determined from the lepCon kinematics, as mentioned above.

Letting q5(x,Q ) and q^(x,Q ) represent the number density of quarks and

antiquarks of flavor f, one may express

(x,Q2) = I eJxfq^x.Q2) + ̂ <x,Q2M . (3)

Thus, the observable F ^ measures the fraction of momentum of the target N

carried by quarks and antiquarks, weighted by the squares of the fractional

quark charges ej.

Invoking isospin symmetry, one may refer quark and antiquark densities to

those of the proton: e.g. for the up and down flavors, u(x) = "p(x) = dn(x)

and d(x) = dp(x) = UJJCX); subscripts p and n denote proton and neutron. For

the stranjre quark ocean, sp(x) » sn(x) = s(x) = s(x), In terms of these,



x[|(u(x) + u(x) ) + I (d(x) + d(x) ) + I s(x) ] ;

(4)

x[|(d(x) + 3(x)) + | (u(x) + u(x) ) + | s(x) ] .

I have ignored small contributions from the charm, bottom, and top quark

oceans.

For neutrino and antineutrino charged current processes (vN •»• u~X, vN •»•

U X) on an "isoscalar" target N containing an equal number of protons and

neutrons, the structure functions per nucleon are

2xF, = xfu + d + u + 3 + 2 s ] ;

xF}*1 = xfu + d - u - a + 2s ] ; (5)

xF, = x [ u + d - u - d - 2 s ] .

Note that the Fj structure function provides information on the sum qf(x) +

q f(x), whereas F3 yields the difference. Together, the two may be used to

isolate the nucleon ocean q^(x) from qg(x).

Since the hadronic bound problem is yet unsolved, the x dependence of

q(x,Q ) has not been computed theoretically from first principles. Its

evolution with Q̂  i s predicted in QCD perturbation theory. On the other hand,

statements can be made about the behaviors expected as x + 0 or as x + L, At

small x, Regge theory may be used.6 A deep-inelastic structure function is

treated as a total cross section for scattering of a virtual photon from a



hadron. According to the optical theorem, this is related to the forward

elastic amplitude for virtual photon-hadron scattering. If the x + 0 behavior

of a distribution function f^Cx) is dominated by a simple Regge pole, R, with

Intercept o = o^(0), then the distribution is predicted to be proportional to

x"a (at small x). For x + 1, a region in which the QCD bound state wave

function is probed, counting rules' specify that f^(x) <* (l-x)2n~ , where n is

the number of spectator constituents in the hadron.

A number of crucial properties of partons and parton densities may be

determined directly from deep Inelastic data. Those which refer to parton

properties such as spin and fractional charge confirm the identification of the

charged partons as the quarks and antiquarks of the spectroscopic quark model.

Spin. That the charged partons are predominately objects with spin-1/2 is

demonstrated by the fact that R = Oj/oj. - 0. This is known as the CalIan-Gross

relation. If the spin were instead zero, o^ would be dominant. Perturbative

QCD predicts9 that R(x) should increase with x as x ->• 0 and Q2 grows. This

behavior is associated with the QCD subprocess y g + qq. Precise data would

help to refine our understanding of the gluon distribution g(x,Q2). At large x

and modest Q2, high-twist effects10 (diquarks?) yield finite values of R.

Charge. That the charged partons catty fractional charges (2/3,-1/3) is

demonstrated by the approximate equality11 F2N(x,Q2)/F^N(x,Q2) = 18/5.

Helicity. As shown in Fig. 1, data12 on the polarization distribution of

quarks in a proton show that quark spins are aligned preferentially along the

direction of the parent nucleon's spin, with the alignment becomi.ig more

pronounced as x grows. The present data sample is limited to the interval

0.1 < x < 0.65. Precise data at smaller x would permit tests of sum rules as

well as tests of expected Regge behavior. *> Above x = 0.65 one may speculate



whether A * 1 as x • 1 or whether A saturates at perhaps A » 2/3. Information

at large x is important for detailed tests of bound state models. Data with

13

polarized neutron targets is essential for tests of the Bjorken sum rule.

Given the advances in polarized target technology, i t should be possible now to

obtain more precise data than those shown in Fig. 1. Intense polarized muon

beams at LAMPF II might be used for these experiments.

Number of Valence Quarks. The Gross-Llewellyn Smith sum rule measures

the excess number of quarks over antiquarks in a nucleon. In the simple quark-

partci model, one expects this difference to be precisely 3. Gluonic radiative

processes and higher twist terms in QCD reduce the expectation1^ at finite

Q2. Data obtained by the CCFRR collaboration16 At Fermi lab are shown in Fig.

2. When data are extrapolated to cover the full range in x, the

integral / Fjdx = 2.81 ± 0.10, entirely consistent with expectations. A close

examination of Fig. 2 indicates that precise data are desirable at higher

values of Q and at smaller values of x. These important results should be

forthcoming from the Tevatron fixed target program at Fermilab.

Dp and Down Quark Densities. Data from different sources are collected

in Fig. 3 on the ratio of the down quark to up quark densities, d(x)/u(x). The

naive guess that d/u = 0.5 for a l l x is inconsistent with the data, as i s

another expectation derived from a specific diquark paranetrization. la>19

Important for bound state models is the unexplored large x region, x >, 0.8, in

Fig. 3. Once up and down quark densities are determined, one can test the

Adler sum rule,2 0 / (u(x) - d(x))dx = 1. The CERN EMC group used their data

on the difference F£P - F̂ 11 to examine this expectation.^1 They obtain

/ (u(x) - d(x) )dx = 0.72 ± 0.06 -t 0.39, consistent with the sum rule but with

unfortunately large systematic errors. Approximately 30% of the integral is



contributed by the interval x < 0.03 where there are no data. Improvements may

be expected to cone from the Tevatron muon beam program.

Antiquark; strange oceans. A decomposition may be made of the form q(x) =

qv(x) + qo(x), where subscripts V and 0 denote "valence" and "ocean", with

uv(x) = u(x) - u(x) and dv(x) = d(x) - a(x). Data22 indicate that at

Q2 = 20 GeV2, the valence components are dominant for x >,0.1, with the ocean

vanishing for x >, 0.3. Below x = 0.1, the ocean quark densities are

substantial. Information on the strange quark ocean i s derived from heavy

flavor production.

Gluon Pistribution. As indicated in Eq. (5) , the integral of 2xF^N(x)

over a l l x provides the net fractional momentum carried by quarks plus

antiquaries. For Q above a few GeV , this fraction hovers near 50%. In order

to satisfy momentum balance, i t is necessary to assign the remaining 50% to

constituents which carry neither weak nor electric charge. These are

identified as gluons, with distribution g(x). Correspondingly, the net

momentum, / x g(x) , carried by the glue is fairly well known. Constraints on

the x dependence of g(x) are obtained from analyses of scaling deviations.

3. QCD; Deviations from Scaling

Quantum chromodynamics is a field theory of interacting quarks and

gluons.5 Correspondingly, the partons are not "free", and deviations from

scaling are expected. In perturbation theory, observables may be expressed &s

a series expansion in powers of the quark-gluon and gluon-gluon coupling

strength as(Q2):

a (Q2) = 1 2 i r . (6)
s (33-2Nf)*n Q2/AZ

In Eq. (6) , A i s a scale parameter, determined from f i t s to data, and N̂  i s the



number of quark f lavors . As a r e s u l t of gluonic in teract ions , a l l parton

dens i t i e s become e x p l i c i t functions of Q2
; q f ( x , Q 2 ) , q f (x ,Q 2 ) , g (x ,Q 2 ) . The

form of Eq. (6) s p e c i f i e s that deviations of F2(x,Q2) and F3(x,Q2) from scal ing

should follow a logarithmic dependence on Q2.

In f i rs t -order QCD, Q2 dependence in F2(X ,Q2) resu l t s from the deep-

i n e l a s t i c subprocesses y g •> qq and y q + qg. This implies that data on

scal ing deviations w i l l provide information on the unknown x dependence of the

gluon d is tr ibut ion g (x ,Q 2 ) , but i t a l s o suggests that t e s t s of the predicted

form of scaling deviations and one's a b i l i t y to extract as(Q2) from data are

limited by one's ignorance of g(x,Q~). In other words, there are a t l e a s t two

unknowns being constrained simultaneously. The i n i t i a l gluon term W g * qq

cancels from expressions for xF 3 (x ,Q 2 ) . However, s t a t i s t i c a l and systematic

uncertainties l imit the usefulness of data on xF-j(x,Q ) .

A tabulation from S c i u l l i ' s review2* i s reproduced below of values of cts

determined from data, with Q2 = 15 GeV2.

Group /£J(MeV) Og(Q2 = 15 GeV2)

M, EMC-Fe (1982) 1 7 3 -27^ I 97 - 1 9 0 * - 0 4 2

v, CDHS (1983) 200 ± 100 .198 ± .028

v, CHARM (1983-84) 310 ± 140 ± 70 .228 -r .040

v, CCFRR fl984) 1 5 S t i 3 o - 1 8 5 * - 0 6 6

U, EMC-H2 (1985) 9Ot"4ot4O - 1 6 8 * - 0 3 ?

U average 122^ | | .176 i .026

v average ^ S ^ O - 2 0 5 * - 0 2 2

Average All 186 -t 60 MeV .193 i .017
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The small value of os, ag = 0.2 at Q
2 = 15 CeV , justifies the par ton model in

the sense that at large enough Q2, partons are nearly non-interacting and

perturbative corrections are expected to be small. As shown in the table, the

uncertainty on the determination of A is considerable. Smaller values of A

correspond to a "softer" gluon distribution g(x) falling off relatively steeply

as x grows. For example, with A =• 200 MeV, xg(x,Q^) <* (1-x)^ as x + 1, whereas

for A = 400 MeV, xg(x.Q^) « (1-x)4 as x •»• 1. Here QQ = 4 GeV2. In spite of

this uncertainty, there is a hierarchy in the x dependences of quark,

antiquark, and gluon distributions in a nucleon, with quarks having the hardest

spectrum, gluons next, and antiquarks the softest.

Higher twist terms are a serious but as yet poorly defined complication in

the analysis of scaling deviations.25 Rather than logarithmic in Q2, these are

QCD contributions whose importance falls with Q* as an inverse power, e.g. Q

or Q"*. They are associated with transverse momenta of partons within incident

hadrons, processes involving more than one active parton per hadron, non-

perturbative effects, finite hadron masses, and other intrinsic scales. For

fixed Qz their relative importance is expected to grow as x increases. The

physics of high twist is interesting in its own right,26 and might be explored

usefully with intense muon beams at LAMPF II. However, for studies aimed

principally at verifying the asymptotic logarithmic scaling deviations of

perturbative QCD, it would be best to restrict Q2 such that Q2 > 20 Gf.V2. Data

. rom the Fermi lab Tevauron muon program and eventually from the ep collider at

HERA will provide new perspectives on deviations from scaling.
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A. Wuclear Dependence; EMC Effect

With the exception of a few, most of us for years believed that the

standard assumption of additivity,

FZ ( X' Q 2 ) = I F2 ( X' Q 2 ) + nr

would be valid over the range 0.05 < x < 0.7. Shadowing was expected to

invalidate Eq. (7) at very small x, and Fermi smearing would do likewise for

x S* 0.7. The EMC group27 published the first test of this assumption In 1983,

comparing results from iron and deuterium targets. A compilation' > i o i. shown

in Fig. 4 in terms of the ratio REMC(x,Q
2) = F2e(x,Q2)/F^(x,Q2). The naive

expectation, Rjgug(x) - 1, is violated in an x dependent manner, with deviations

spanning the range +15%. The data and theoretical interpretations have been

reviewed elsewhere."

Since FjCx) represents the sum of the momentum distributions of quarks and

antiquarks, the data in Fig. 4 show directly thst the quark and antiquark

densities per nucleon in nuclei are not the same as the quark and antiquark

densities of free nucleons. The nuclear medium is playing an active role--

either in modifying nucleon structure or in supplying additional contributions

to parton densities, or both. In the region 0.2 < x < 0.7, RgMc
 < 1" This is

the region of x in which valence quarks are dominant. Thus, in a nucleus, the

valence quark momentum distribution per nucleon is softened. For x < 0.2,

where the ocean grows in importance, there is experimental uncertainty

regarding the precise value of RjjMC* A n enhancement of the ocean in nuclei by

10 to 20% seems to be consistent with the data. How that an interesting effect

has been identified, a new muon collaboration at CERN is planning a dedicated
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experiment aimed, in part, at reducing uncertainties in REMC(X) at small x.

Interpretations29 of the EMC effect run the gamut from full deconfinement

of partons within a nucleus, to baryon clustering (e.g. dibaryons), to changes

in nucleon properties such as mass or size, and to conventional nuclear models

in which meson exchange effects are responsible for differences between FA(x)

and F^Cx). All approaches yield fits of similar quality to F ^ x ) . Two curves

are shown in Fig. 4. However, models differ in their predictions for the

antiquark density qA(x), as shown in Fig. 5. It seems evident than experiments

designed to measure q (x) precisely could provide substantial new insight into

the short distance structure of nuclei.

5. Massive Leptou-Pair Production

Massive lepton-pair production, the Drell-Yan process, offers another

means of studying the A dependence of qA(x,Q2) and qA(x,Q2). In the Drell-Yan

raodel^ for hN + jijK, the up pair arises from the decay of a massive

photon Y > This virtual photon is produced in the annihilation of a quark

(antiquark) from hadron h with an antiquark (quark) from the target nucleon:

qq •* f*. The invariant mass M of the Y* is related to the fractional

longitudinal momenta xt of the annihilating partons by M = sx^^, a n d t n e

scaled longitudinal momentum of the pair is x,, = x,- xo; T = M
2/s. The

variable s denotes the square of the center of mass energy of tie hN

process. If the doubly differential cross section d2o/dMdxp is measured as a

function of both M and xp, one may explore the variation with xj and x2 of the

quark and antiquark structure functions cf the colliding hadrons. The Drell-

Yan model provides a successful description of data for M ? 4 GeV.

For hA + Y*X, I use the notation oA(x1,x2) to denote d
2cr/dMdxF. For the

ratio of the cross sections per nucleon measured on nucleus A and nucleon N,
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the model specifies that

_hAy v _ 1* 2 _ £ ,-%

f

The sura in Eq. (8) is over the different quark flavors f; q^XjM2) and

qi(x,M2) denote the antiquark and quark structure functions of hadron i .

If the f irs t terms are dominant in the numerator and denominator of

Eq. (8), then the ratio RQY(XX>X2^ * 3 c o n t r o l l - e d by the A dependence of the

quark distribution function qA(x2,M ) . On the other hand, if the second terms

are dominant, the ratio provides information on the antiquark distribution

qA(x2,M2). Judicious selections on x^ and x2 ( i . e . on M and xF) should permit

an investigation of qA(x,Mz) and qA(x,M2) independently.

In pA + Y X, even in the absence of A dependence, the second term in the

numerator or in the denominator of Eq. (8) is sl ightly larger than the f irs t

at the "symmetry point" x t = x2 (ratio = 6/5). This is true because the up

and down quark densities in an isoscalar target are averages of the densities

in a proton. When x̂  i s large enough, e.g. x^ > 0.2, qp(x^) « qP(x^) for the

ts and d flavors, and Eq. (8) simplifies to

o^Cx x } E e f q f ( x l ' M ) "*f (X2'M ^
•^ 5 - - ( 9 )

This approximation should be reliable as long as x2 is not too large. Because

eu = *ed a n d u P = 2dP» t n e u p flav<>r dominates in Eq. (9), and a further

simplification yields

0P
A(x1,x2) uA(x2,M

2)

u (x2,M )
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Equation (10) shows that the reaction pA + y X, with Xp > 0, should be a

valuable source of detailed information on the A dependence of the atitiquark

distribution qA(x,Q^), notably that of the up flavor.

The Columbia Fermilab Stony-Brook (CFS) collaboration^ investigated the

A dependence of pA + y X at 400 GeV/c using platinum and beryllium targets.

Their data are concentrated near Xp = 0, at which x^ = X£ = M//s" . They

parametrize the A dependence by the functional form a °= Aa;

ta(qPt/qBe>
a *

The CFS results are shown in Fig. 6. The data are consistent with a constant

value of a over the mass and transverse momentum ranges covered in the

experiment: <«> • 1.007 i 0.018 i 0.028 for 5 < M < 11 GeV, but the error

flags are large and do not exclude some variation of a with mass.

The goal of experiments is of course to determine the antiquark content

of nuclei, not to test models, a l l of which are surely naive. However, models

consistent with the EMC effect in |iN + u'X provide a range of possible

outcomes for a, and calculations should help to guide further investigations.

Shown in Fig. 6 is a curve computed with structure functions from the pion

exchange model.30 In this model, the antiquark distribution qA(x) i s

broadened in a nucleus because exchange pions supply valence antiquarks.

However, in the rescaling model,31 QCD evolution leads to a narrowing of qA(x)

relative to q (x). As indicated in Fig. 5, the two models provide quite

different expectations for the antiquark ratio R=(x) measured in deep

inelastic neutrino scattering. Unfortunately, the differences are significant
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only for x £, 0.35, where q(x) is very small and where there are essentially no

results on q(x) from neutrino experiments. These differences between models

are apparent also in the predicted mass dependences of the massive lepton pair

ratio RDY(XJ. = X2 = M / ^ s ) ' I n contrast to the positive value of a - 1 and the

rise with M shown for the pion exchange model in Fig. 6, a nearly constant

value, varying from a = 0.99 at M = 5 GeV to o = 0.98 at M = 13 GeV is

anticipated in the rescaling model.

Although the expectations of the two models are quite different, neicher

the neutrino nor the massive lepton pair data shown in Figs. 5 and 6 are now

sufficiently precise to indicate a preference. Owing to the very small cross

sections, this situation is unlikely to change in the neutrino case at large

Q2 (Q2 j" io GeV2). It is noteworthy that the range in x spanned by current

lepton pair data is greater than in the neutrino case, e.g. , varying from

x = 0.15 to x = 0.4 for 4 < M < 11 GeV at 400 GeV/c and xF - 0. This range

could be extended by studies at larger values of x. Lepton pair data appear,

therefore, to have more discriminating power, and a (substantially) more

precise series of experiments on pA + y X seems advisable.

Experimental studies of A dependence in massive lepton pair production

have been designed in the past to distinguish between expectations such as

a = 2/3 (shadowing), a - 1 (naive parton model) and a = 4/3 (rescattering).

The quality of the data in Fig. 6 is sufficient for this purpose. However,

the difference between a = 1 and the pion exchange model curve in Fig. 6 may

be used to estimate the precision needed to make an impact on models of the

nucleus. Measurements good to 3% on a are necessary, and the mass and Xp

dependences of a are crucial. Experiments with intense primary proton beams

from LAMPF II may resolve matters. Detailed simulations are necessary to
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establish whether clean massive lepton pair signals can be obtained at /s -

10 GeV, over a broad range in xF, in the face of undoubtedly large accidental

rates in the high intensity environment.

X have concentrated here on the value of A dependence for gaining new

insight into models of the nucleus. Studies of A dependence are also

necessary3"* for reasons associated purely with perturbative QCD. Calculations

have been made of the effect of higher order QCD terms on the predicted Drell-

Yan cross section for, say, pp •+ y X, on free nucleons. The results are

expressed in terms of an enhancement factor K(t,Xp), such that the lowest

order expectation OQ is replaced by K(T,X F)OQ( r,Xp). When computed

theoretically, the factor K is found to be large, K = 2, and to show little

variation with T and Xp, except near kinematic boundaries. Let us focus here

not on the average magnitude of K, but on its dependence on T and xp. In

experimental studies, heavy nuclei are usually used to enhance the event rate,

and the assumption is made that the cross section ojj on a free nucleon is

obtained by setting aA =
 Aon- Calculations done within the context of models

consistent with the EMC effect show that it is not a good assumption to set

<JA(i,Xp) = Aojj(T,Xp). The T and Xp dependences are not negligible.

Correspondingly, if this assumption is imposed, erroneous conclusions on the

kinematic dependence of K( T,X F) may be drawn from data. Especially for it"N •*

Y X, in intervals of xp and t now being investigated experimentally, it

appears critical to determine the A dependence of <rA( T,X F) and to remove this

dependence before conclusions are drawn on K(t,Xp).

6. Hadron Final State

In this talk I concentrated on Inclusive reactions. The structure

functions obtained from the data provide information on the properties of
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constituents "before" the deep inelastic collision. On the other hand the

development of the scattered constituents into hadron jets is explored in

studies of the hadronic final state X ia £S + £'X. A great advantage of deep

inelastic processes is that the jet direction is specified in each event by

the direction of the four momentum transfer from the incident to the final

lepton. High energy of the incident lepton is necessary, because only when

the invariant mass of the system X is large enough can the final state parton

jets be separated in phase space from the debris of the spectator constituents

of the target.

7. Summary; Future Experiments

7.1 Precise measurements of R = aL/oj are desirable:

a) at large x, for modest values of Q to explore the possible role of

higher twist terms, diquarks, and to gain insight into bound state

models of nucleons.

b) at small x and large Q2 for tests of predictions of perturbative

QCD.

c) as a function of A for all x for insight into models of nuclei and,

among other reasons, to resolve the discrepancies between CERN and

SLAC results on Rg^Cx).

7.2 Studies of spin dependence are important:

a) with neutron targets to permit tests of the Bjorken sum rule.

b) with proton and neutron targets at smaller x and at larger x than

covered by current experiments, as discussed in the »• *t above.

7.3 Measurements of xF3(x), F | ( X ) , Fa(x), and F^(x) in th /ery small x

region are necessary for:

a) tests of Regge asymptotics;
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b) evaluation of parton model sum rules;

c) understanding of shadowing phenomena; and

d) tests of models of A dependence.

7.4 Measurements at large x are needed to:

a) extend knowledge of F^n(x)/F^P(x);

b) for investigations of high twist phenomena.

7.5 Measurements of xF3(x,Q ) and F2(x,Q ) for all x and a broad range in Q
2

will further refine our understanding of scaling deviations in terms of

both gluonic radiative terms and higher twist contributions.

7.6 Studies of nuclear effects in massive lepton pair production, hA •*• y X

are important for verifying whether the A dependence seen in deep

inelastic scattering is a universal property of structure functions. In

pA * y*X data will provide perhaps unique insight into the antlquark.

density in nuclei.

7.7 The gluon density in nuclei, gA(x), and its variation with A can be

examined in processes which are believed sensitive to the gluon

density. These include prompt photon production-' hA > yX; chi

production, pA + xx» an(* inalastic^8 leptoproduction of the J/¥, y*N +

J/'BC.
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Fig. 1 Asymmetry measured by a Yale-SLAC col laboration [Ref. 12] in deep

i n e l a s t i c lepton scattering from a longitudinal ly polarized proton

target .

Fig. 2 Measurement of the structure function xF^(x,<i ) and of the

integral / dx F3(x,Q^) by the Caltech-Chicago-Columbia-Fermilab-
x

Rochester-Rockefeller col laboration at Fermilab [Ref. 1 6 ] .

Fig. 3 Ratio of the down quark to up quark density in a proton. This f igure

i s taken from the review by Bobisut [Ref. 1 7 ] . The dashed l ine shows a

l inear dependence r = (1 -x ) . The dot-dashed curve in a prediction of

broken SU(6) [Ref. 1 9 ] , and the dotted curve i s a parametrization based

on a diquark model [Ref. 18 ] .

Fig. 4 Compilation of data from Ref. 30 on the rat io of structure functions

F2e(x,Q2)/F2(x,Q^) for deep i n e l a s t i c e lectron and muon sca t ter ing ,

plotted as a function of x. Shown are published resu l t s from the EMC

Collaboration [Ref. 27] from the BCDMS Collaboration [Ref. 2 8 ] , and

from SLAC experiments [Ref. 2 8 ] . The shaded band indicates the EMC

group's estimate of experimental systematic uncerta int ies . The so l id

curve shows the expectation of Q2 rescal ing [Ref. 3 1 ] , and the dotted

curve resu l t s from the pion exchange model [Ref. 3 0 ] .

Fig. 5 The dashed curve i l l u s t r a t e s predictions of the pion exchange model

[Xef. 3 0 ] , whereas the so l id curve shows expectations of the rescal ing

model [Ref. 3 1 ] . They are compared with data of Abramowicz e t a l .

[Ref. 32] on the rat io R=(x) = q F e (x ) /q p (x ) from neutrino scat ter ing .

Here q = ( 3 + 3 + 2 1 ) .
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Fig. 6 Nuclear dependence of massive lepton pair production, pA. -*• yyX, as a

function of the mass of the lepton pair; a i'J defined in Eq. (11).

Data are from Ito et al̂ .i Ref. 34. The solid curve is the prediction

of the pion exchange model of Ref. 30. For the rescaling model, a

remains close to unity, varying from a = 0.99 at M = 5 GeV to a = 0.98

at M = 13 GeV.
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